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Abstract

This paper argues that Java (augmented by version
1.1 of the Real-Time Specification) will become su-
perior to Ada 95 as a real-time systems implementa-
tion technology – once efficient and full implementa-
tions of version 1.1 become available. This is because
the RTSJ will have an integrated set of mechanisms
for representing the characteristics of real-time ac-
tivities and a framework from within which those
activities can be scheduled. Ada 95, in contrast, has
a set of orthogonal low-level mechanisms which are
invisible to the scheduler. Ada must, therefore, rise
to the challenge and enhance its real-time support.

1 Introduction

Since its inception, Ada has been targeted at real-
time systems development. The current version of
the language has a mature approach to handling
priority-based systems. Implementations are stable
and the Ravenscar Profile [2] allows the production
of efficient and predictable programs and their sup-
porting run-time environments. Of the current real-
time technology, Ada is technically superior to its
competitors. However, Ada must not rest on its
laurels. The Real-Time Specification for Java [1]
continues to gather momentum, and the next ma-
jor release of the specification promises to be better
defined and more integrated1. Implementations are
beginning to emerge (for example, [5]) and, in time,
they will mature into efficient products that support
the full revised specification. A Ravenscar-Java pro-
file has been proposed [4] and a Java Expert Group

1It is anticipated that Version 1.0.1 of the Specification
will appear later this year. This version will remove most
of the ambiguities in the current specifications and correct
known errors. Version 1.1 of the Specification will address
major shortcomings and is likely to be produced in the latter
part of 2004. The term next revision is used in this paper to
mean the 1.1 Version.

is currently being formed to consider the use of Java,
the RTSJ and Ravenscar Java for high integrity sys-
tems. Indeed, Java with the RTSJ is beginning to
threaten the only remaining strongholds of Ada.

The aim of this paper is to be provocative, and
help stimulate discussion at the workshop on future
Ada support. The goal is to challenge complacency
and to motivate change in Ada, rather than to de-
fend Ada’s well-known strengths. Consequently, the
paper makes the following proposition:

Java augmented by the next version of the
RTSJ will have better support for real-
time systems development than Ada be-
cause it will have an integrated set of mech-
anisms for representing the characteris-
tics of real-time activities and a framework
from within which those activities can be
scheduled. Ada 95, in contrast, has a set
of orthogonal low-level mechanisms.

Hence, the paper contends that Java with the next
version of the RTSJ will have more direct expressive
power in its support for real-time than Ada 95 does.
The presence of ambiguity (and lack of clarity) in
the current specification, the known limitations on
some of the functionality provided and the absence
of efficient implementations of the full specification
are currently inhibiting the wide-spread take-up of
Java and the RTSJ. However, it is only a matter of
time before these problems are rectified. Ada, there-
fore, must continue to enhance its real-time facilities
if it is to retain its technical superiority.

The paper start by discussing scheduling mod-
els, and identifies the key characteristics that are
needed for real-time scheduling. Three suppositions
are made which will be used to defend the above
proposition. Sections 3 and 4, then summarise the
facilities provided by the RTSJ and Ada respec-
tively. Finally, section 5 concludes by comparing the
two approaches and using the suppositions made in
Section 2, defends the proposition.
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2 Scheduling Models for Real-
Time Systems

Scheduling consists of three components [3]

• an algorithm for ordering access to resources
(scheduling policy)

• an algorithm for allocating the resources
(scheduling mechanism)

• a means of predicting the worst-case behaviour
of the system when the policy and mechanism
are applied (schedulability analysis - called fea-
sibility analysis by the RTSJ).

Once the worst-case behaviour of the system has
been predicted, it can be compared with the sys-
tem’s timing requirements to ensure that all dead-
lines will be met.

There have been many different scheduling ap-
proaches developed over the last 10-15 years [3], for
example, cyclic scheduling, fixed priority schedul-
ing, earliest deadline first, value-based, etc. Most
current real-time programming languages and oper-
ating systems in widespread use today support fixed
priority scheduling.

Modern approaches to scheduling view the system
as consisting of a number of schedulable objects (of-
ten called threads, processes, tasks, event handlers).
Each schedulable object is characterized by the fol-
lowing [6]:

Release profile. Typically after a schedulable ob-
ject is started, it waits to be released (or may
be released immediately); when released it per-
forms some computation and then waits to be
released again (the time at which it waits is of-
ten called its completion time). The release pro-
file defines the frequency with which the releases
occur; they may be time triggered or event trig-
gered. When time triggered releases occur on a
regular basis, they are called periodic releases.
Event-triggered releases are typically classified
into sporadic (meaning that they are irregular
but with a minimum inter-arrival time) or ape-
riodic (meaning that no minimum inter-arrival
assumptions can be made, although other infor-
mation may be available such as the distribu-
tion of the releases).2 Once a schedulable object
has been released, it is eligible for execution.
During its execution, it may be blocked waiting
for a resource (for example, a mutual exclusion
lock). When the resource becomes available,
the schedulable object is again eligible for exe-
cution.

2Of course, time-triggered sporadic releases or event trig-
gered periodic releases are also possible.

Processing cost per release. This is some mea-
sure of how much of the processor’s time is re-
quired to execute the computation associated
with the schedulable object’s release (this may
be a worst-case value or an average value de-
pending on the feasibility analysis being used).
It is often referred to as a CPU budget.

Other hardware resources required per re-
lease. This is some measure of the hardware re-
sources needed (other than the processor). For
networks, it is usually the time needed (or band-
width required) to send the schedulable object’s
messages across the network. For memory, it is
the amount of memory required by the schedu-
lable object (and if appropriate, the types of
memory).

Software resources required per release. This
is a list of the non-shareable resources that are
required for each release of the schedulable ob-
ject and the processing cost of using each re-
source. Access to non-shareable resources is
a critical factor when performing schedulabil-
ity analysis. This is because non-shareable re-
sources are usually non pre-emptible. Conse-
quently, when a schedulable object tries to ac-
quire a resource, it may be blocked if that re-
source is already in use. This blocking time has
to be taken into account in any analysis. If the
list of software resources is not available then a
maximum blocking time must be provided.

Deadline. The time that the schedulable ob-
ject has to complete the computation associ-
ated with each release. Usually only a single
deadline is given, therefore, the time is a rela-
tive value rather than an absolute value. Where
the deadline of a schedulable object is greater
than its minimum period between releases (or
it has overrun its deadline, and the application
has decided to let it continue), the schedulable
object may be released even though the exe-
cution associated with the previous release has
not completed. In this case, when the schedu-
lable object does complete, it is immediately
re-scheduled for execution (re-released).

Value. A metric that indicates the schedulable ob-
ject’s contribution to the overall functionality of
the application. It may be a very coarse indi-
cation (such as safety critical, mission critical,
non critical), a numeric value giving a measure
for a successful meeting of a deadline, or a time-
valued function which takes the time at which
the schedulable object completes and returns a
measure of the value (for those systems where
there is no fixed deadline).
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The information needed for the above characteristics
comes from a variety of sources. It may be specified
as part of the application’s requirements (for exam-
ple, the value parameter), derived during the sys-
tem design (for example, the deadline parameter),
or result from static or dynamic analysis of the fi-
nal code (for example, the cost and blocking time
parameters).

2.1 Suppositions

In order to support the proposition that Java aug-
mented by the RTSJ has more expressive power than
Ada and that it will become a superior implementa-
tion technology to Ada (once efficient implementa-
tions emerge), the following suppositions are made.

Supposition 1

A real-time systems implementation tech-
nology should allow the programmer to ex-
press the characteristics of schedulable ob-
jects directly in the program and in a way
that can be made available to the scheduler.

Without this, it is not possible for the scheduler
to perform any on-line analysis or for it to be able
to respond to dynamically changing environments.

Supposition 2

The scheduler must ensure that any run-
time deviation from a schedulable object’s
characteristics does not undermine any
feasibility analysis that has been performed
(off-line or on-line).

Without this, it is not possible for the scheduler to
protect schedulable objects of high criticality from
those with low criticality.

Supposition 3

The scheduler must provide mechanisms
that can bound the impact of schedula-
ble objects which have non-periodic release
profiles.

Without this, it is not possible for the scheduler to
run aperiodic schedulable objects as anything other
than background activities.

If Suppositions 1, 2 and 3 are accepted, there
are requirements placed on a real-time systems im-
plementation technology to allow the expression
of a schedulable object’s characteristics (presented
above) and to integrate the supporting mechanisms

with the run-time scheduler. A technology that sup-
ports a wide range of these characteristics and inte-
grates that support with the run-time scheduler is,
therefore, superior to one that does not.

3 The RTSJ Approach

The RTSJ incorporates the notion of a schedula-
ble object rather than simply considering threads.
A schedulable object is any object that imple-
ments the Schedulable interface. The current spec-
ification essentially provides two types of object
that implement this interface, RealtimeThreads and
AsyncEventHandlers. Objects that implement the
Schedulable interface have the following associated
attributes (represented by classes).
ReleaseParameters - Giving the processing cost

for each release (its CPU budget) of the schedulable
object and its deadline; if the object is released pe-
riodically or sporadically then subclasses allow an
interval to be given (and enforced for sporadics).
Event handlers can be specified for the situation
where a deadline is missed or where the processing
resource consumed becomes greater than the cost
specified. However, note that there is no require-
ment for a real-time JVM to monitor the processing
time consumed by a schedulable object. If it does,
then there is a requirement that a schedulable object
be given no more than ‘cost’ processing units each
release3. It should be noted that Version 1 of the
RTSJ makes no mention of blocking time in any of
the parameters associated with schedulable objects.
The assumption is that a particular implementation
will subclass ReleaseParameters to bring in this
data. Typically, this will be a relative time value set
by the programmer as a result of off-line analysis of
the code. It is likely that Version 1.1 will formally in-
troduce blocking time into the ReleaseParameters
class.
SchedulingParameters - The

SchedulingParameters class is empty; how-
ever subclasses allow the priority of the object to
be specified along with its importance (value) to
the overall functioning of the application. Although
the RTSJ specifies a minimum range of real-time
priorities (28), it makes no statement on the allowed
values of the importance parameter.
MemoryParameters - Giving the maximum

amount of memory used by the object in its de-
fault memory area, the maximum amount of mem-
ory used in immortal memory, and a maximum al-

3The current version of the specification has limited func-
tionality for supporting this model across all schedulable ob-
jects. It practice only real-time threads with periodic release
parameters are catered for. Version 1.1 of the specification is
likely to provide additional features in this area.
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location rate of heap memory. An implementation
of the RTSJ is obligated to enforce these maximums
and throw exceptions if they are violated.
ProcessingGroupParameters - This allows sev-

eral schedulable objects to be treated as a group
and to have an associated period, cost and deadline.
When used with aperiodic activities, they allow their
impact to be bounded.

The methods in the Schedulable interface can be
divided into three groups.

• Methods that will communicate with the sched-
uler and will result in the scheduler either
adding or removing the schedulable object from
the list of objects it manages (called its feasibil-
ity set), or changing the parameters associated
with the schedulable object (but only if the re-
sulting system is feasible).

• Methods that get or set the parameter classes
associated with the schedulable object. If the
parameter object set is different from the one
currently associated with the schedulable ob-
ject, the previous value is lost and the new one
will be used in any future feasibility analysis
performed by the scheduler. Note, these meth-
ods do not result in feasibility analysis being
performed and the parameters are changed even
if the resulting system is not feasible.

• Methods that get or set the scheduler. For sys-
tems that support more than one scheduler,
these methods allow the scheduler associated
with the schedulable object to be manipulated

Changing the parameters of a schedulable object
whilst it is executing can potentially undermine any
feasibility analysis that has been performed, and
cause deadlines to be missed. Consequently, the
RTSJ provides methods that allow changes of pa-
rameters to occur only if the new set of schedula-
ble objects is feasible. In these situations, the new
parameters do not have an impact on a schedulable
object’s executions until its next release 4. Some ap-
plications will need the changes to takes place imme-
diately (that is, to affect the current release). These
unconditional changes are supported by the RTSJ
through the methods that do not test for feasibility.
Hence:

• methods which change parameters after feasi-
bility analysis have an impact on the associated
schedulable object at its next release;

4Although, it must be admitted that the current version
of the RTSJ is unclear on which methods have an immediate
impact and which methods have a deferred impact. The view
expressed here is the authors’ own interpretation of what is
likely to be the situation in the next major release.

• methods which unconditionally change param-
eters have an immediate impact on the associ-
ated schedulable object’s execution.

In both cases, the scheduler’s feasibility set is up-
dated. Of course, an infeasible system may still meet
all its deadlines if the worst-case loading is not ex-
perienced (perhaps the worst-case phasing between
the threads does not occur, or threads do not run to
the worst-case execution time).

The only scheduler that the RTSJ fully defines is
a priority scheduler, which can be summarized as
having

Scheduling policy. The priority scheduler

• schedules schedulable objects according to
their release profiles and scheduling pa-
rameters;

• supports the notion of base and active pri-
ority;

• orders the execution of schedulable objects
on a single processor according to the ac-
tive priority;

• supports a real-time priority range of at
least 28 unique priorities (the larger the
value, the higher the priority);

• requires the programmer to assign the base
priorities (say, according to the relative
deadline of the schedulable object);

• allows base priorities to be changed by the
programmer at run time;

• supports priority inheritance or priority
ceiling emulation inheritance for synchro-
nized objects;

• assigns the active priority of a schedulable
object to be the higher of its base priority
and any priority it has inherited;

• deschedules schedulable objects when they
overrun their CPU budgets;

• schedules event handlers for cost overrun
and deadline miss conditions;

• enforces minimum inter-arrival time sepa-
ration between releases of sporadic schedu-
lable objects.

Scheduling mechanism. The priority scheduler

• supports pre-emptive priority-based dis-
patching of schedulable objects - the pro-
cessor resource is always given to the high-
est priority runnable schedulable object;
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• does not define where in the run queue
(associated with the priority level) a pre-
empted object is placed; however, a par-
ticular implementation is required to doc-
ument its approach and the RTSJ recom-
mends that it be placed at the front of the
queue;

• places a blocked schedulable object that
becomes runnable, or has its base prior-
ity changed, at the back of the run queue
associated with its (new) active priority;

• places a schedulable object which performs
a Thread.yield method call at the back of
the run queue associated with its priority

• does not define whether schedulable ob-
jects of the same priority are scheduled in
FIFO, round-robin order or any other or-
der.

Schedulability (feasibility) analysis. The Pri-
orityScheduler requires no particular analysis to
be supported.

4 The Ada Model

The Ada model is well known to the workshop. Con-
sequently, here it is simply summarised:

Scheduling policy. Ada

• supports the notion of base and active pri-
ority;

• orders the execution of tasks on a single
processor according to the active priority;

• supports a real-time priority range of at
least 32 unique priorities (the larger the
value, the higher the priority);

• requires the programmer to assign the base
priorities (say, according to the relative
deadline of the task);

• allows base priorities to be changed by the
programmer at run time;

• supports priority ceiling emulation inheri-
tance for protected objects;

• assigns the active priority of a task to be
the higher of its base priority and any pri-
ority it has inherited;

Scheduling mechanism. The priority scheduler

• supports pre-emptive priority-based dis-
patching of tasks – the processor resource
is always given to the highest priority
runnable task;

• places a pre-empted object at the front of
its associated run queue;

• places a blocked task that becomes
runnable, or has its base priority changed,
at the back of the run queue associated
with its (new) active priority;

• schedules tasks of the same priority in a
FIFO manner.

Schedulability (feasibility) analysis. Ada as-
sumes any analysis is off-line.

Ada provides lower level mechanisms which are
invisible to the scheduler for handling release profiles
(the delay statement) and deadline miss detection
(the select then abort statement). Currently, there
is no mechanism for budget enforcement or aperiodic
server technology, although possible mechanisms are
being proposed for future enhancements.

5 Conclusions

The goal of this paper was to argue that Java aug-
mented with the next version of the RTSJ will be-
come (once implementations are mature) a better
real-time systems implementation technology than
Ada. Section 2 argued that Suppositions 1,2 and 3
placed requirements on a real-time systems imple-
mentation technology to provide integrated support
for a schedulable object’s real-time characteristics.
Consider again the suppositions.

Supposition 1

A real-time systems implementation tech-
nology should allow the programmer to ex-
press the characteristics of schedulable ob-
jects directly in the program and in a way
that can be made available to the scheduler.

The following characteristics have been identified.

Release profile. The RTSJ directly sup-
ports the notion of release profiles and
makes them available to the sched-
uler. Ada only indirectly supports re-
lease profiles and they are invisible to
the scheduler.

Processing cost per release.
The RTSJ directly supports the no-
tion of a CPU budget and integrates
this support with the scheduler. Ada
(currently) has no support in this area
but may follow the POSIX approach
and have CPU time clocks and timers.
These would be invisible to the run-
time scheduler.
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Other hardware resources required
per release.
The RTSJ allows the memory require-
ments to be specified and exceptions
to be thrown if they are violated. Ada
provides some support in this area in
the form of its storage pools.

Software resources required per re-
lease.
The next release of the RTSJ is likely
to support the notion of blocking time
and make this visible to the run-time
scheduler. Ada has no support in this
area.

Deadline
Deadlines are directly supported
by RTSJ and integrated with the
scheduling. Ada provides no direct
support, and deadlines are invisible to
the scheduler.

Value
The RTSJ supports a simple integer
number for value. Ada is silent on the
issue.

Supposition 2

The scheduler must ensure that any devi-
ation from a schedulable object’s charac-
teristics does not undermine any feasibility
analysis that has been performed (off-line
or on-line).

The RTSJ deschedules any object which
overruns its CPU budget and ensures that
sporadic objects are not released closer
than their minimum inter-arrival times. It
monitors the amount of memory used and
throws exceptions if maximum values are
violated.

Ada provides no direct support. Any mon-
itoring and response must be programmed
at a lower level.

Supposition 3

The scheduler must provide mechanisms
that can bound the impact of schedula-
ble objects which have non-periodic release
profiles.

The RTSJ allows the impact of groups of
schedulable objects to have a bounded de-
mand for the processing resource. The
scheduler enforces this.

Ada currently provides no mechanisms in
this area.

As can be seen, in all areas the facilities provided
by the RTSJ are more wide ranging and have a bet-
ter integration with the run-time scheduler than the
facilities provided by Ada. Hence, the paper con-
cludes:

Java augmented by the next version of the
RTSJ will have better support for real-
time systems development than Ada be-
cause it will have an integrated set of mech-
anisms for representing the characteris-
tics of real-time activities and a framework
from within which those activities can be
scheduled. Ada 95, in contrast, has a set
of orthogonal low-level mechanisms.

Consequently, once efficient implementations of the
full revised RTSJ emerge, and if Ada does not con-
tinue to evolve, Java augmented with the RTSJ will
become a better real-time systems implementation
technology than Ada 95. Ada must rise to the chal-
lenge and enhance its support for real-time systems
in order to survive.
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